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value, and even more in the relative share, of India's exports took
place in the early fifties. In these years the world export markets
were still dominated by scarcities of supplies and export compe-
tition was much less intense than at present.
Like India, most of these countries are exporters of primary
products. They have similarly been facing difficulties in raising their
exports proceeds. These are developing countries and as their poli-
cies of raising investment take clearer shape and attain firmer exe-
cution, they will increasingly face critical shortages of foreign ex-
change. Their import structure will also show a marked change in
favour of capital goods. The imports of traditional or simpler forms,
of manufactured consumer goods such as textiles, etc. would have
to be restricted and many of them domestically produced.
In these markets, the broad export strategy will have to be: at
least to hold (and if possible to expand) the present level of our
traditional exports and to pursue aggressive export policies in the
"new" (engineering in general and capital goods in particular)
goods. Judged by the canons of liberal trade policies, India has been
a great sinner on the import side, but very virtuous on the export
side. It can hardly be imagined that in an intensely competitive
field the appeal of our independent foreign policy would be an
adequate offset against all the advantages enjoyed by the establish-
ed. Nor should it be expected that the odds faced by the "newcomer"
would be overcome if the export drive was to be carried out by
hundreds of small traders, whose valuation of foreign exchange is
guided solely by its equivalence in domestic currency and whose
energies are activated proportionately to possibilities of profit
In view of the usual abundance of hopes and indifferent perfor-
mance in the past, it seems essential that the export trade in the new
commodities be handled by a centralized State Trading Corporation
which can make not only agreements but many other arrangements
whereby the exports of these new items is made competitive.
i*
The Dynamic Commodities
The new or the "dynamic" commodities now account for only
1-2 per cent of India's exports, or about Rs. 10 crores. An energetic
export drive, conducted by a centralized agency, and combining vari-
ous elements of export subsidization (Yugoslav experience in this

